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Conference highlights student-faculty works
BRYCE KNUDSON

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

T

hough
often
unnoticed, stu
dent-faculty
collaboration
is abundant at
USD. At any given time
students and faculty can
be found in labs and class
rooms working together
on projects, which at most
universities would only be
conducted by graduate stu
dents.
Over the past two years,
senior marine biology ma
jor Paul Gregg could be
found huddled over a mi
croscope at every hour
working alongside Profes
sor Boudrais. An offspring
of a larger research project
conducted by Boudrais,
Gregg's research concen
trates on marine commu
nities, specifically benthic
communities.
Benthic
communities are communi
ties in the sand or sediment.
Gregg's study looks at the
effects of artificial ray feed
ing pits on benthic commu
nities in Bahia Majdelana,
Mexico.
Gregg dug 10 controlled

ray pits with volumes of
about two liters and then
analyzed the biological
communities in the re
moved sand. Then over the
next three days, three sam
ples were taken from the
artificial pits. The samples
were then taken back to
USD and examined to see
if there were any new or
ganisms or any increase or
decrease in the initial com
munities present. Gregg's
work, along with many
other student-faculty col
laborations, will be show
cased on April 27 in the IPJ
at Creative Collaborations:
A Celebration of StudentFaculty Works.
Over 60 presentations
from the natural sciences,
social sciences, math and
humanities will be dis
played at the Creative Col
laboration. Not only will
student-faculty
research
be present, but photog
raphy, art, sculpture and
many more projects from
the humanities will be dis
played. In addition, many
students who have held in
ternships through USD are
also showcasing what they
learned from their experi

COURTESY OF PAUL GREGG

Paul Gregg makes visual observations of the 10 artificial ray pits that he created. Each pit is marked by a
small red flag that was anchored into the sand to facilitate periodic observation.
ences as interns.
In the past this confer
ence was titled The USD
Research and Internship

Conference and did not in
clude the humanities and
many other departments
on campus. Consequently,

Creative
Collaborations
was bom in order to allow
other departments to par
ticipate and "highlight the

intellectual engagement be
tween faculty and students

See Research, Page 4

USD alumna Dixon dies at 28 Otunnu speaks
for children

ANTHONY GENTILE

SPORTS EDITOR

T

wo weeks ago,
the University
of San Diego
lost a student
athlete alumna
from its 1999 graduat
ing class, DePaul Univer
sity lost a former assistant
women's basketball coach,
and the women's basketball
program at Army lost its
first-year head coach. Each
of these parties, and anyone
who knew Maggie Dixon,
knew that, most important
ly, society lost someone ir
replaceable.
"When she walked into a
room, the room changed,"
former USD women's bas
ketball head coach Kathy
Marpe said. "She had a
bubbly, effervescent per
sonality."

Maggie Dixon died at
the age of 28 on the eve
ning of April 5 at the West
chester Medical Center in
Valhalla, N.Y. The Los An
geles Times reported that a
spokesman at the Westches
ter County (N.Y.) Medical
Examiner's office said the
autopsy showed that Dixon
had an enlarged heart and
a malfunctioning valve
that might have caused her
heart to beat irregularly and
stop.
Like the entire nation,
Dixon's former college
coach was shocked to hear
the news.
"She was at the height
of heir career," Marpe said.
"There was no indication
that she had a heart issue."
According to the U.S.
Military Academy at West

See Dixon, Page 15

RACHEL LASTRA
STAFF WRITER

O

COURTESY OF USD ATHLETICS

Maggie Dixon, who graduated from USD in 1999, died
on April 5 at the age of 28.

lara
O
t u n n uA.,
bom
in
Mucwini,
Uganda,
has dedicated his life and
career to trying to make
our turbulent world a safer
place for its children. And,
as a Former U.N. UnderSecretary-General
and
Special Representative for
Children and Armed Con
flict, Otunnu knows better
than most what a task like
that entails.
On the evening of April
11 the University of San
Diego welcomed Otunnu
to the IPJ as part of its Dis
tinguished Lecture Series,

where he gave a lecture
titled "Saving Our Children
from the Scourge of War."
In the first part of his
talk, Otunnu focused on
the steps that have already
been taken to provide better
protection for children, also
stressing the importance of
rehabilitating the children
that have lived through war
and abuse. "When adults
wage war," he said, "chil
dren pay the highest price."
Otunnu is the architect
of U.N. resolution 1612,
a detailed action plan to
bring protection to children
exposed to armed conflict.
The resolution was unani
mously voted in by the
Security Council in July of

See Scourge, Page 4
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the vehicle.
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News

NY CRAIG PAVILION:

At 10:08 p.m. Public

Safety responded to a
noise complaint from
a community member.
Upon investigation a
campus fraternity was
found to be hosting an
event and was advised
to turn the music down
and that if there were
further complaints they
would have to end the
event.
HONS R PARKING LOT:

At 1:13 a.m. Public
Safety stopped a pickup
truck with nine passen
gers inside the cab. Upon
investigation, open al
cohol containers were
found in the vehicle.
The passengers of the
vehicle fled the scene
and although the driver
had not been drinking,
he was cited for Minor
in Possession and Pos
session of an open con
tainer in a vehicle.
SAN JUAN: At 5:08 a.m.

Public Safety responded
to a report of a resi
dence hall room that
had been vandalized
with shaving cream and
water. Upon investiga
tion it appeared that the
individual had entered
through an unlocked
window.
At
11:08 p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of
a suspicious white male
attempting to gain ac
cess to campus storage
sheds. Upon investiga
tion the subject had left
the area.
JSTER FIELD:

sponded to a report
of a non-USD affili
ated individual that
was creating a distur
bance. Upon inves
tigation the individ
ual was located and
requested to leave
campus.
UNIVERSITY CENTER:

At 2:20 p.m. Public
Safety responded
to a report of a golf
cart that was miss
ing. Upon investiga
tion the golf cart was
located in Manches
ter Village and was
transported back to
its proper depart
ment

SSTER VILLAGE:

At 9:54 p.m. Public
Safety responded to a
report of a flyer on a
bulletin board that had
been burnt.
U.: At 11:37
a.m. Public Safety re

in compliance with the
Clery Act, a full daily
crime report is avail
able online at www.
sandi ego.e d u/safe ty/
crimereports.

Former U.N. representative speaks
Continued Scourge, Pg. 1

cern.
According to Otunnu, reso
lution 1612 is most important
in that it is a step to promoting
action in and against offenders
who have violated its stric
tures.
"The time has come for the

2005. This vote was the result
of six months of deliberation,
which Otunnu says in an "un
precedented" length of time.
But, the nature of this campaign
to protect our children called
for very careful consideration.
By approving resolution
1612, the U.N. approved a
system that will endeavor to
monitor and report any abuse
of children in areas where
there is armed conflict. This
abuse is categorized by outward
violence against children, but it
is not limited to that. It is also
considered abuse to recruit or
use children as soldiers and to
deny them access to humanitar
ian aid.
Included in the reporting of
such abuse is what has been
called a "Naming and Sham international community to re
ing" system. This is a list of direct its energies from the nor
all offending individuals de mative task of the elaboration
signed to both draw attention of standards to the compliance
and apply pressure to promote mission of ensuring their ap
plication on the ground. Today,
change.
as
never before, we have the
As of last year, this list was
made up of 54 offenders from necessary norms, institutions,
11 different "situations of con and means to realize the era of

application for the protections
of all children exposed to armed
conflict."
In the second part of his
lecture, Otunnu drew the au
dience's attention specifically
to the conditions in Northern
Uganda, which he believes is

"This abuse is categorized by
outward violence against chil
dren, but it is not limited to
that. It is also considered abuse
to recruit or use children as sol
diers and to deny them access
to humanitarian aid."
the worst place in the world for
children.
The people of Northern
Uganda are subject to what
Otunnu calls "a comprehensive
genocide" orchestrated by their
own government.
They are forced to live in
concentration camps and in the

most inhumane of conditions.
These camps have the highest
infant mortality rates in the
world, and because health care
is virtually non-existent, people
frequently die of easily treat
able illnesses.
These atrocities are occur
ring in full view of the inter
national community, but no
steps are being taken to end
the suffering of the people in
Northern Uganda.
Otunnu said that this is a
result of a "conspiracy of si
lence." The international com
munity can see what is hap
pening, but politics are getting
in the way and causing them
to remain silent or turn away
from it.
Otunnu ended his talk with
an impassioned plea for west
ern democracies to end the
conspiracy of silence.
He further beseeched that
they step in and apply the
necessary pressure to the gov
ernment of Northern Uganda
to "immediately and uncon
ditionally" dismantle the con
centration camps, and finally
put an end to genocide that has
plagued the country for years.
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Invisible Children takes to the road
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ALI FERRER

STAFF WRITER

Thirty young Americans are
traveling the nation in crowded
Winnebagos, investing more
than three months of their lives to
raise awareness about the plight
of the children of Uganda. The
name of their organization: Invis
ible Children.
These young adults, rang
ing from late teens to late 20s,
have agreed to devote February,
March, April, and part of May
2006 to inform Americans of the
on-going war in Uganda and its
consequences for children.
These young volunteers for
Invisible Children, a non-profit
organization, are young adults
lead by "ordinary surfer guys,"
Brianne Gentzkow, a 22-year-old
volunteer, said.
Invisible Children was started
by three southern California men
almost three years ago. Jason
Russell, a 27-year-old USC film
school graduate, went to Africa
on a missionary trip to help vic
tims of poverty and violence.
He was devastated by what he
saw there, 20-year-old Anne
Hoolihan, one of the group's
volunteers, said.
Hoolihan, a student at the Uni
versity of San Diego, said Rus
sell returned with two friends and
"a camera they bought off eBay,
thinking they would just show
what they saw to friends and
family, but it just exploded."
These three young men
founded Invisible Children in
2003, and now have 20 employ
ees and hundreds of volunteers

COURTESY OF SUSAN SHRINKLE

Invisible Children was started almost three years ago in order to help war-affected children like these.

who, like Sean Williams, 18, said
they "wanted to get involved in
something bigger."
Williams, part-time online
store and tour manager for Invis
ible Children, said, "The fact that
this war had been going on for 20
years and no one knew about it
grabbed my attention:"
This lack of awareness is what
prompted the road trip, according
to participants. Laryn Poole,
22, one of the three founders
of Invisible Children said, "It's
amazing, this national tour, but
there's, like, a lack of sleep and
a high anxiety."
According to Bobby Bailey,
24, one of the group's three
founders, the tour consists of "all
those crazy, daring volunteers
who are giving up three months
of their lives to go on an RV."
Chris Kargel, 27 and selfidentified roadie, described his
job as "traveling around the

country trying to spread the word
about Invisible Children."
He also said a big part of the
tour for him is "trying to inspire
people towards the realization
that their actions can have global
consequences."
This inspiration is supposed
to come from screenings of the
documentary made by the three
founders of Invisible Children.
The movie is shown at free
screenings at high schools, col
leges, churches, youth groups
and community centers across
the nation. It introduces the po
litical problems in Uganda, but
highlights the particular prob
lems for children.
To avoid being abducted from
their homes by the Lord's Rebel
Army (LRA), these children
walk upwards of two hours each
night to get to the nearest down
town area. There are no facilities
set up to house them, so they

sleep thousands upon thousands
in public spaces, according to
Hoolihan. The children return
home in the mornings, but are
forced to make this trip every
day. Hoolihan said that they
"sleep in hospitals or bus parks,
but it's not healthy."
She also said, "It doesn't mean
that they are escaping abduction,
their hope is just that there is
power among numbers."
This "road trip with a pur
pose," as it has come to be known
by participants such as Hoolihan,
is all about awareness. She said
that in addition to raising aware
ness in local people, the tour is
meant to "get media and govern
mental attention."
According to Hoolihan, 50
senators have seen the documen
tary, and said they will end the
war if Invisible Children contin
ues to be as successful as it is.
The success of the road trip will

be measured by the participation
in the upcoming Global Night
Commute. This night has been
the main focus of the road trip.
People across the nation are sign
ing up for the night where they,
like the children in Africa, will
walk to their downtown areas
and sleep for 12 hours. People
interested in participating can
go to www.invisiblechildren.
com to sign up, or to see how
many people have registered for
a particular city.
. Hoolihan has now been on the
road for nearly two months in a
Winnebago that "is not very com
fortable with its broken window,
broken fridge, and no toilet."
She stressed that the end goal
of this tour is to get people to
sign up for the Global Night
Commute. "I have been living
a lifestyle I would not wish on
anyone. It's hard; it's frustrat
ing," she said. Aside from the
complaints, "We have to get
America to care."
According to Hoolihan, the
senators don't care because their
constituents don't care. Her goal
as a part of Invisible Children is
to get people to care. She knows
that the senators have promised to
end the war in Uganda if enough
Americans are concerned.
Nearly 10,000 people have
signed up for the Global Night
Commute, but the Invisible Chil
dren workers say they still need
more people.
After they had been working
for months, Kargel said, "It's
getting across that the problems
of this world are not insurmount
able."

Creative Collaborations showcases scholarship
fluctuated through the process,
making her the only constant.
[at USD]," according to Tammy The specific concentration of
Dwyer, Creative Collaborations Sandoval's research is finding
a peptide that can be admin
committee member.
Many of the students and istered to cancer patients in
faculty involved in the scien conjunction with chemotherapy
tific research that they will be drugs that will cause the chemo
showcasing have spent their drug to be less toxic to the body
summers at USD. What made but just as efficient in destroy
this possible was SURE, the ing cancer cells. In other words,
Summer Undergraduate Re find a peptide that will cause
the chemo drugs to target only
search program.
Through this program stu the cancer cells and leave the
dents acquire funds for them body alone.
Research projects are not
selves and their collaborative
faculty members to acquire the only presentations. Many
housing for the summer and humanities projects will also be
fund their research. The pro presented. At the conference,
gram is very competitive and Gregg will also be perform
requires an impressive abstract ing. As part of his independent
and immense amounts of plan study in musical theatre Gregg
will be performing "King of the
ning.
One SURE scholar is se World" from the soon to open
nior Cristina Sandoval. San "Songs for a New World," the
doval's project is focused in musical in the studio theatre.
"[Singing] kind of kept me
bio-chemistry. In conjunction
with professor Leigh Plesniak, sane, since one can only spend
Sandoval has been researching so much time at the microscope
peptides, chains of amino- and singing was my break,"
acids, since summer of 2004. Gregg said.
Sandoval's research team has
Creative Collaborations is
Cont. from Research, pg. 1

COURTESY OF PAUL GREGG

This sting ray was feeding near the test area that Gregg excavated in order to conduct his research.
The conclusion of Gregg's research will be presented at the Creative Collaborations Conference.

not only a place to showcase
one's work, but also a place
to acquire recognition through
the awards that are given in
all departments and many cat
egories.
USD faculty and guest judg

es decide the winners based on
their presentation of their poster
presentation, or humanities
poject.
All students and faculty are
invited to attend the free con
ference where free food will

be served while students and
faculty present their projects.
"We want individuals who
are not involved to come and
see what amazing research and
scholarship is present at USD,"
Dwyer said.
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USD's Spring concert is anything but common
NICOI.F COOK
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
"Memories on corners with the fo's
and the mo's/Walk to the store for the
rose, talking straightforward to hoes"
begins rapper Common's song "The
Corner." Though not typical lyrics of
artists who have performed at USD
in the past, come May 1 that will all
change.
"The goal for this semester was to
branch out and try something different,"
Director of AS Concerts John Schalk
said. "In the past, we have only had punk
style or pop-rock bands perform."
Though Shalk agrees that acts like
the All American Rejects, Maroon 5 and
Sugarcult did "very well on campus in
terms of ticket sales and popularity,"
they appeal to a specific group. Accord
ing to Schalk "we were clearly missing a
whole demographic on our campus and
the greater San Diego area that we were
trying to reach."
That missing demographic includes
those who enjoy rap and hip-hop. By
bringing rapper Common and hip-hop
act Jurassic 5 to USD, it is AS's hope
that they will reach more students.
"Jurassic 5 is from the Los Ange
les area, which is where many of our
students are from and many people in
California in general know of Jurassic 5
because they have been in Los Angeles
for so long," Schalk said.
According to MTV.com, Common
was part of rap's underground music
scene in the 90s. At a time when gangsta rap was taking over the airwaves,
Common kept "jazz-rap alive," debuting

in 1992 with the single "Take It Ez."
Today, his music spans many genres as
he has collaborated with hip-hop artists
including Kanye West and The Last
Poets, "garnering respect from a lot of
people" Schalk said.
In choosing who to bring to USD,
Schalk compiles a list of artists that
"potentially fit the type of music that is
generally listened to on campus." The
next step is to call the artist's agent to
see if he or she is touring. If the artist
happens to be in San Diego on a spe
cific date but the Jenny Craig Pavilion
is already booked, then that artist is
ruled out.
If the artist can play at the venue,
then negotiations start regarding the
artist's performance fee. Once contracts
are agreed upon, then "the rest of the
concert planning process begins, which
includes lights, sound, promotion, tick
eting, off campus publicity, etc." Shows
are booked anywhere from four to eight
months in advance.
Bringing Common and Jurassic 5 to
USD will challenge a system that has
worked for several years. As a result, it
does have its drawbacks.
"Having this type of show is sometimps a bit of a risk, because we don't
know how many tickets are going to sell,
but we have had a bunch of requests to
move away from the traditional con
cert, which allowed us to branch out,"
Schalk said.
Though Schalk acknowledges that
some students would rather USD stick
to its rocks-roots, he feels the change is
for the better.
"Every show we have, there will be

students who don't like the artist we
bring," he said. "I have heard some
responses from students who don't
want to see Common, but that is very
normal, and responses like that are the
reason we are trying.to branch out to
different genres and work with students'
desires."
Despite naysayers and risks, "branch-.
ing out" appears to be paying off. As of
Monday, April 10, 1,693 tickets have
been sold.
AS hopes to continue meeting stu
dents' needs. Schalk believes feedback
from students is essential to any pro
gramming, especially concerts. AS has
created a Web site, www.usdconcerts.
com where students can discuss their
musical preferences.
"Students can voice their opinions
freely about who they want to see per
form on campus," Schalk said. "Also,
they can discuss past shows and basi
cally anything about music in the San
Diego area."
Recently elected President of AS
Rhett Buttle is excited to be part of
something both "different and unique."
He said, "[USD] has already met its
quota for ticket sales" and it is his hope
that "the show will exceed all our ex
pectations."
Schalk hopes that the concert "will
be a blast," adding that "it is always my
goal to provide the best entertainment at
the best price for students."
Tickets for Common and Jurassic 5
can be purchased at USD's Box Office.
The cost is $15 for students and $20 for
the public. Doors open at 7 p.m. The
show starts at 8p.m.

USD EVENT
Do you do IT?
Nooner
April 27th
UC & IPJ

ROOMMATE WANTED
Need a place for
Fall 2006?
Furnished South Mission
Beach House.
Own room, bathroom, and
parking.
If interested please call
714-803-6522 for more info!
This house is the finest house in
South Mission.'.'!

The VISTA is now accepting applications for the

2006 - 2007 staff
(Managing Editor, Associate Editor, Section Editors, Advertising Reps, Design Editors, Photo
Editors, Copy Editors)

Pick up an application outside of UC 114B
or download it from the web sandiego.edu/vista/jobs
Applications for Managing and Associate Editors due Friday, April 28
Applications for all other positions due Monday, May 1
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Laura Longobardi, Opinion Editor

lauralongobardi@gmail.com

Liberia's "fundamental break" marks worldwide change
RACHEL LASTRA
STAFF WRITER

In January 2006, Ellen John
son Sirleaf was sworn in as the
President of Liberia, making
her Africa's first ever female
head of state. Her inaugura
tion ceremony boasted a large
number of foreign dignitaries,
including U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice and first lady
Laura Bush.
In her speech, Sirleaf, nick
named the "Iron Lady" said
to the people of Liberia, "We
know that your vote was a
vote for change, a vote for
peace, security...and we have
heard you loudly...We recognize
this change, not a change for
change's sake, but a fundamen
tal break with the past, therefore
requiring that we take bold and
decisive steps to address the
problems that have for decades
stunted our progress." This is an
important change for Liberia, for
Africa, and for women around
the world.
This election comes in
the wake of former President

COURTESY OF GUARDIAN UNLIMITED

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf of Liberia is one of a growing number of female heads of state.

Charles Taylor's turbulent gov is also a great deal of hope that
ernment. Taylor is now in UN she is equipped for her task, as
custody after being indicted the votes in her favor show.
for war crimes he committed in
Sirleaf s election is also a sig
Sierra Leone.
nificant step forward for African
Sirleaf is now in the posi women. Having a female in a po
tion of taking on a country that sition of recognizable authority
will have to pick up its pieces. can open up new possibilities for
She will be under a great deal other females. Liberian women
of pressure as she oversees now have a model, a symbol
Liberia's slow recovery from the of the hope that they too might
trauma it has suffered. But there be able to rise out of the social

roles imposed on them in a male
dominated society.
This change might encourage
other "fundamental break[s]" in
regards to gender roles. If she
can bring support and focus to
Liberian women's organizations
like the Women in Peace-build
ing Network, the Mano River
Union Women's Peace Network,
and National Women's Commis
sion of Liberia, Sirleaf might be

able to affect important social
changes.
And maybe other countries,
like our own, will feel the im
pact. Maybe U.S. citizens will
take notice and we will be able
to take larger steps toward ap
pointing our own female head
of state.
There are currently 11 coun
tries whose governments are
headed by women, a recent rise
from 10 with the election of
Michelle Bachelet in Chile.
America is supposed to be a
place where progress thrives and
opportunities abound.
Why is it, then, that we can
not seem to jump on this band
wagon? We have the potential.
Recent polls have shown that
U.S. citizens may finally be
ready to elect a female president.
Considering the fact that women
have been vying for the posi
tion for 136 years, since 1870,1
would say that it is about time.
Hopefully this"fundamental"
change for Liberia will touch the
rest of the world and lead to fun
damental progressive measures
for all women.

A modest proposal for understanding President Bush's policies
CHARLES DAVIS
STAFF WRITER

No matter where one turns
these days, it seems impossible
to avoid negative news stories
about President Bush and his
mission to bring peace and
freedom to the people of Iraq.
All too often the liberal
media, which has wanted our
troops to fail from the start, has
reported only the bad things
happening while completely
avoiding all of the positives.
For instance, 30 people
were burned to death in a
Baghdad market as the result
of an ongoing wave of sectar
ian violence, but there is no
recognition of the people who
were saved from the flames
or watched a cherished loved
one agonizingly die before
their eyes.
Furthermore, in their ongo
ing war against America and
its values, liberals have even
gone so far as to question our
leader's policies and conduct
in a time of war — a clear act
of treason.
The president's critics must
realize that he is only do
ing what he feels is best for
America.
Questions are best saved for
the end of the conflict, which,
as Vice-President Cheney has
told us, should be in just a few
short generations.

Eisenhower called "the mili
tary-industrial complex."
As the Department of De
fense's Web site states, "[We]
are America's oldest, largest,
busiest and most successful
company," employing millions
of people, operating over 6,000
bases in the United States and
702 overseas bases in 130
countries.
For 2007, the defense bud
get is roughly $463 billion, not
including the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, which account for
an additional $120 billion.
The United States' defense
COURTESY OF WHITEHOUSE.GOV
budget
accounts for just under
President Bush's policies are helping the United States economy.
half of world military spend
To further their anti-Ameri British intelligence officer who ing.
By launching wars and plan
can agenda, many critics of the met with the Bush administra
Bush administration have made tion back in July 2002 reported ning for future conflicts, Bush
outlandish accusations, includ to his superiors that Bush was has allowed our economy to
ing the claim that the president ready to go to war but that "the thrive.
Since launching the war on
lied to the nation, prompting a intelligence and facts were be
Iraq in 2003, companies like
war on a country that posed no ing fixed around the policy."
discernible threat.
Of course, these partisan Lockheed-Martin have seen
These critics point to state critics of the president inevi profits rise by over 73 percent,
ments made by people such as tably act as if misleading the and Halliburton CEO Dave
former Bush Treasury Secre public into war is a bad thing Lesar said "2005 was the best
in our 86-year history," after
tary Paul O'Neill, who stated — but is it?
that the administration dis
In reality, Bush is only en seeing his company's profits
cussed plans for invading Iraq suring that Americans have soar to $2.4 billion.
Without war, the Ameri
from the very first cabinet plenty of future adversaries
can
economy would collapse,
meeting in 2001, and said that and conflicts, meaning plenty
"it was all about finding a way of business for our nation's forcing defense contractors
and their families to live on
to [invade]. That was the tone patriotic defense contractors.
Ever since World War II, the streets begging for scraps
of it. The president saying 'Go
the United States' economy of food.
find me a way to do this.'"
By actively planning for
Others point to the Down has been dependent on what
war,
Bush has shown his bold
ing Street memos, wherein a former president Dwight D.

foresight and commitment to
creating well-paying Ameri
can jobs, while proving to
foreigners that America means
business.
Some critics say that by
heralding militarism and in
ternational belligerence, Bush
is neglecting other important
fields, such as science and med
icine; however, nothing could
be further from the truth. By
allocating $22 billion for the
Energy Department to develop
a new class of tactical nuclear
weapons, Bush is providing
jobs for some of America's
brightest scientists.
With all that said, too many
Americans seem to have, un
fortunately, bought into the
mainstream media and liberal
academia.
According to a recent poll
by the Pew Research Center,
Bush's approval rating sits at
a dismal 33 percent, with the
most frequent words used to
describe him including "in
competent" and "liar."
President Bush is being
unjustly persecuted by his
detractors.
With two-thirds of the pub
lic apparently not appreciative
of all the work Bush has done
perpetuating the success of our
war economy, one is left with
no other option but to ask: Why
do so many Americans hate
America?
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Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to
breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming
shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-lost to me
- Emma Lazarus, "The New Colossus!'' 1883
of people marching in Phoenix, Arizona and Los Ange
les, the voice of the immigrant is pushing its way to the
forefront of American politics. Frank Sharry, executive
director of the National Immigration Forum, said,
"It's a battle for America's identity. Are w e the people
already here, or are w e a set of ideas and ideals that
are universal... America is permanently evolving. That
scares some people, but that's w hat we're all about."
Blademar Velasquez, president of the Farm Labor
Organizing Committee, AFL-CIO, points out that "the
key problem is making felons out of everyone who is
here without documents. What people miss is that in
cludes 1.6 million children ... This is no longer just an
immigration issue. It is a civil rights movement now."
As strongly as the bill is being met with protest,
American sentiments aligning themselves with the
bill's incentives have also been seen. Anti-immigra
tion protests have gone as far as burning the Mexican
flag. Mississippi Senator Trent Lott said, "When they
act out like that, they lose me," in response to the
thousands of marchers and demonstrators. Virginia
Republican Congressman Virgil Goode said, "If you
are here illegally and you want to fly the Mexican flag,
go to Mexico."
A TIME magazine poll concludes that 56 percent of
those polled favor "building a security fence along the
2,000-mile U.S.-Mexico border. "Eighty-two percent
said they believe the government is not doing enough
to keep illegal immigrants out of the country ... 75
percent would deny them government services such
as health care and food stamps. Half (51 percent) said

NATALIE ZA N Z U C C H I
FEATURE EDITOR
Emma Lazarus' famous words adorn the Statue of
Liberty proclaiming a haven for those who seek the
"American Dream." Recently, debate over who gets to
be American has captivated the nation. Immigration
has been an issue the United States of America has had
to deal with since its very beginning.
Now, with an estimated II million illegal immigrants
residing in this country, Congress is calling for major
reform and people nationwide are protesting. Arizona
Senator, John McCain has said that recent protests are
"bigger than the Vietnam demonstrations." The issue
has polarized the country and the division is evident in
the two major reform bills that have come out of the
two branches of Congress.
The House of Representatives passed a bill that de
clares everyone in the United States illegally a felon.
In addition to the new status of illegal immigrants, the
bill calls for a doubly reinforced 700-mile long border
fence. The House bill also mandates that any service
given to illegal immigrants (including emergency ser
vices) would be considered a felony. TIME magazine
reports that "more than a third of House Republicans
belong to the anti-immigration caucus lead by Con
gressman Tancredo of Colorado. (Only two Democrats
are members.)"
Strong protest nationwide has met the House bill.
From high school w alk-outs to hundreds of thousands

children who are here illegally shouldn't be allowed to
attend public schools." These are the issues dividing
the country and the government.
A slightly less harsh bill was sent to the Senate floor
bv the Senate Judiciary Committee. The bill provides
for a temporary guest-worker program recognizing the
economic need for a steady supply of cheap labor. The
Senate bill also outlines a path for illegal immigrants
already here to become legal.
How ever, as Aarti Shahani, an organizer w ith the im
migrant advocacy group, Families for Freedom, points
out there are strict provisions in the Senate bill as well.
"The current bill has provisions around fraud ... if you
are an undocumented worker that admits to committing
certain types of fraud to obtain employment, you can't
actually legalize," Shahani explains. "A lot of w orkers
have to commit fraud to gain employment, and they
often do it w ith the complicity of their employers ...
Now, that type of activity, technically, under the let
ter of this law ... would make it so that you're barred
from actually gaining legalization ... I'm not sure that
the millions of people that have been mobilizing ... are
aware of all the strict provisions."
Ultimately, a law which would be acceptable to both
the House and the Senate is necessary. TIME magazine
reports that such a bill w ould mean "finding common
ground in three areas ... tightening the border ... as
suring a labor supply ... |and| the a word (amnesty)."
Although the immigration issue has served to divide
the U.S., there are a few things people agree on. The
system is broken and needs to be fixed.

In 1986 the Immigration Reform and Control Act
made it illegal for employers to knowingly hire illegal
immigrants. The Act made doing so punishable by a
penalty of up to $11,000, however, even after the Act
was passed, most employers enjoyed im pun its and
few sanctions were made. Some argue that efforts to
strengthen the border should be focused at the end of
the line: employers. If there is a demand for cheap labor,
cheap labor will come.
Another point of agreement is that the border needs
to be better protected. Tamar Jacobs, author of Re
inventing the Melting Pot: The New Immigrants and
What It Means to be American, argues, "We can treat
the immigrants w ho come here today humanely and in
a dignified w ay, and w e can have control of the system
and the rule of law and the legality and enforcement,
and they're not necessarily contradictions anymore or
they don't have to be."
A deciding factor in the issue is likely to be where
President Bush stands. During his election campaign
in 2000 he said, "Family values don't stop at the Rio
Grande." He supported a guest-worker program w hich
infuriated social conservatives. After 9/11 this plan was
put on the back burner only to be brought up again
during his 2004 re-election campaign. It seems that now
Bush's efforts are being put towards border security.
During a meeting w ith Mexican President, Vicente Fox,
Bush told Fox, "And if they want to become a citizen,
they can get in line, but not the head of the line."
It is obvious that reform is necessary. But the ques
tion remains as to how fair reform is possible.
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•Housing
Lottery
The LAST day of the housing Lottery
is Wednesday April 26, 2006
Stay on campus this summer...
Housing is currently taking applications for
Project Workers (temporary and fall summer) and Housing Assistants.
Please pick up information and applications in the Housing Office.
for more information, visit: www.sandie90.4du/H0usin9jwww.sandiego.edu/residencelife

the
FINAl

days
LIVE On @ the
University of San Diego

or cell Hcusirwj at 619.260.4777 jon campus ext- 4777J

*

Have you ever used stimulants like cocaine, meth, speed, or Ritalin without a
prescription? If so, you may be eligible to participate in a

UCSD Brain Imaging Study

and receive $130 and a picture of your brain for complete participation.
Call HaiThuy (Hi-Twee) at (858) 729-4946 for details.
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entertainmentnicole@gmail.com

"The Constant Wife" examines infidelity

HEATHER DEPR1EST

STAFF WRITER

"The Constant Wife" de
mands attention, but in return it
offers laughter, discussion and a
new spin on an old story.
Those who have not attended
a production at the Old Globe
should make it a point to expe
rience this rich theater environ
ment before leaving San Diego.
"The Constant Wife" is a great
opportunity to do so. The play
is interesting, entertaining and
surprisingly topical.
It looks at marriage and
infidelity in a new light. The
witty and sarcastic script is what
enthralls the audience, but one
cannot help but laugh at the ab
surdity of the whole situation.
The story begins in upperclass London in the 1920s as the
audience is exposed to a detailed
discussion of the rights and
wrongs of infidelity. Constance
Middleton's friends and family
have gathered to discuss the fact
that her husband is cheating on
her with her best friend.
Her sister thinks that she
should be told the truth, but
her mother feels that infidelity
is part of marriage and there is
no need to dampen Constance's
spirits.
Then Constance enters, com
pletely happy and utterly oblivi
ous, as she has just spent the day

shopping with her husband's
mistress, Marie-Louise Dur
ham. When her husband John
enters the room, his relationship
with Marie-Louise is obvious to
everyone but Constance. How
ever, this is only the setup to a
big revelation.
One soon realizes that Con
stance has known about their
relationship for months, but ac
cepts it and does not want it ex
posed to public scrutiny. As Act
II draws to a close, Constance
informs her husband that she
no longer wants to be idle and
is going to go into business with
her friend. The audience is left
to wonder what she is plotting
and why she is so accepting of
her husband's infidelity.
As all the loose ends are tied
together in Act III, the audience
laughs as the gender roles are
reversed and everything comes
together as it should.
The complex dialogue and
storyline are offset nicely by
the simple staging. There is only
one location in the entire play,
but the Middleton's living room
is lovely and intricate enough to
offer many differing actions. Ik
also serves as a wonderful meet
ing ground for the surprising
plot twists. The story focuses
on the characters and the setting
becomes superfluous.
This production did a fine
job of bringing together a group

with believable chemistry and
incredible skill.
Henny Russell as Constance
presents just the right mix of
intelligence, understanding and
determination. One initially
wants to feel bad for Constance,
but soon realizes that she has
everything.
The fact that she never breaks
down or falls into hysterics
speaks volumes of the charac
ter's strength. This is achieved
through Russell's subtle and
simple portrayal.
Wynn Harmon portrays John
Middleton with charm and affa
bility. The audience is tempted
to sympathize with him. The
play is designed and acted in
such a way that the audience
does not hate the adulterer, but,
rather, they find themselves
trying to understand his side of
the story.
Perhaps that is the whole
point. One is encouraged to
question not only the concepts
of marriage and infidelity, but
also gender differences con
nected with such concepts.
Why was it acceptable for
husbands to be unfaithful while
wives were held to a different
standard?
While these types of ques
tions are present throughout
"The Constant Wife," the audi
ence can also just sit back and
enjoy. They do not have to read

CRAIG SCHWARTZ

Wynn Harmon as John Middleton and Lara Phillips as Marie-Lou
ise Durham star in "The Constant Wife," a comedic take on mar
riage and infidelity in 1920s London.

into the story or try to analyze
all of the underlying political
topics. They can simply become
immersed in 1920s London.
The show has lively piano
playing, brief singing and col
orful costumes. The outfits are

short flapper dresses complete
with matching shoes, hats and
handbags. One easily forgets the
current time, and travels back
to the age when women were
just beginning to assert their
independence.

"The Notorious Bettie Page" follows rise of pin-up model
ALFONSO MAGANA
STAFF WRITER

Every year, Hollywood in
vades the multiplexes with big
budget films based on the lives
of famous people.
Not to be outdone, the small
er independent studios do the
same thing, except most of the
time they give more care and
attention to the film.
One example of this is Mary
Harron's "The Notorious Bettie
Page." It stars Gretchen Mol as
the ultimate pin-up model from
the 1950s who is later known
for her "bondage" photos and
films.
Instead of trying to encom
pass the entire life story of Bet
tie Page, Harron looks at Page's
story from the cusp of adoles
cence to her rise to stardom and
ultimately what led her back to
a "normal" life.
Page's devoutly Christian
mother raised her with constant
warnings over boys and what
they thought of girls. After a
failed marriage with her high
school sweetheart, she realized

PHOTOS COURTESY OF ABBOTT GENSER, PICTUREHOUSE

Gretchen Mol stars as 1950s model Bettie Page. Starting off as a
pin-up girl, Page later becomes notorious for her bondage photos.

her mother was right. But, Page
persevered and traveled from
Tennessee to New York to start
a new life.
However, her new life began
with a terrible tragedy; Page was
the victim of a gang rape. This
could have brought her back
home, but, instead, Page con
tinued living in New York and
was eventually discovered at
the beach. Her modeling career

took off.
After a few simple bathing
suit shoots (and a quick fix to
make her now infamous hair
style), she was approached by
Irving Klaw (Chris Bauer) and
his half-sister Paula (Lili Tay
lor) to start a new chapter of
her modeling career by taking
provocative photographs for a
distinguished clientele.
Page also began acting class

es in hopes of transferring from
pin-up girl to movie star. While
acting never takes off for Page,
she continues her work with the
Klaws, which leads to swankier
photo sessions in Florida with
famous model-turned-photographer Bunny Yeager (Sarah
Paulson). All of that comes to
an end when Senator Estes Kefauver (David Strathaim) leads a
campaign against pornography,
which includes the work of the
Klaws and Page.
Despite a great ensemble, it
is Mol's honest representation
of Bettie Page that is the film's
high point. Previously known
only as a cover model with a
few movie roles here and there,
Mol's transformation is uncan
ny. She looks nothing like her
self and manages to nail both of
Page's styles- the fun and sexy
bondage model and the quiet
and religious country girl.
A great deal of what makes
the film work are Harron's
directorial choices and Mott
Hupfel's cinematography. The
film, which is shot in black and
white, evokes one of the styles

of the 1950s.
The added effect of home
movie images and the vibrant
colors during the Miami se
quences bring to the forefront
the other various styles of the
'50s.
A very stylized film like this
will, no doubt, find both sup
porters and detractors, but the
story that it tells is important.
The underlying political tone is
interesting, and the presence of
Strathairn only reinforces the
feel that "The Notorious Bettie
Page" could be seen as a com
panion piece to "Good Night,
and Good Luck," where Edward
R. Murrow brings down Com
munist hunter Senator Joseph
McCarthy.
Both films tell the tales of
important characters in the
pop culture of the 1950s and
how they supported freedom
of speech and opposed censor
ship.
While nowhere near as pow
erful as "Good Night," "The
Notorious Bettie Page" evokes
feelings that still ring true in our
current society.
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Buscemi's "Lonesome Jim" echoes the meaning of life
ANDERSON TRAM
STAFF WRITER

"Lonesome Jim," directed
by Steve Buscemi, is a ro
mantic, comedic drama that
rings true.
The film showcases the tal
ents of Casey Affleck, Ben's
younger brother as the main
character Jim. It follows the
writer who cannot make it in
New York. Hopeless and de
pressed, he returns to his small
town home in Indiana.
Jim's dad is sour and selfish.
He mopes around the house, not
caring for anything. Jim's mom
is always cheerful, though that
is not always a good thing. She
runs the family's local ladder
company, where her drug-us
ing brother, nicknamed "Evil"
works. Jim's brother makes
his parents look like Disney
Mouseketeers; in this movie,
his mother could be.
Jim's brother Tim (Kevin
Corrigan) is divorced, has a
crappy job, never left home
and wants to kill himself. After
he narrowly survives crashing
his car into a tree, Jim hesi
tantly takes over his brother's
duties.

COURTESY OF IFC FILMS

"Lonesome Jim's" Liv Tyler plays Anika, a nurse who falls for Jim and helps him see the brighter side
of life. Their romance illustrates how embracing imperfections can lead to true happiness.

Sharing his brother's dismal
view of life, Jim looks at Tim
and sees his own dead-end
future. "I'm miserable ev
erywhere I go," Jim tells his
brother. "I don't know what
I'm doing here ... on Earth."
In the midst of coaching
his niece's flailing basketball
team and handling his broth

er's mundane job, Jim begins
an unlikely relationship with
Tim's nurse Anika, played by
Liv Tyler.
Anika brings out the faint
glimmer of life still remain
ing in Jim. Despite still being
gloomy, he tries to impress
her with stories of his time in
Manhattan, but she is more

interested in his life now.
When Jim shows Anika
the posters in his room of
depressed writers who were
victims of drugs, alcohol or
suicide, Anika looks on the
bright side and manages to
find a smile to stick on a mel
ancholy photo of Ernest Hemmingway.

Together with her young
son, Anika helps show Jim that
life is not over when you do not
have a best seller.
No matter how dark and
depressing it seems, this bit
tersweet movie always finds
that bit of hope.
The working-class charac
ters accurately convey the rich,
and sometimes painful, details
of everyday life. Affleck subtly
combines anger, hatred and
resentment of the world and
his family, with his feelings
for Anika and her optimism
for life to make his character
believable.
The film was written by
Indiana native James Strouse,
who has no doubt poured his
heart and soul into Jim.
Along with Strouse's
thoughtful script and Busce
mi's flawless direction, the film
is more than just a bittersweet
love story. It rings true to life
and has sympathy for its char
acters.
Though they are flawed, un
able to connect with each other,
and unsatisfied with their lives,
they ultimately find something
to be happy about in spite of
one another's imperfections.

Student poets showcase work at "Spoken Word"
CHARLES DAVIS
STAFF WRITER

Aromas is usually packed
with students studying or search
ing for a quick caffeine fix. But
on April 6, it looked more like a
free-spirited poetry festival than
a campus coffee shop.
Starting at 7:30 p.m., the
often hectic cafe slowed down
and hosted the first in a series of
spoken word events sponsored
by the recently-formed chapter
of Sigma Tau Delta, an honor
society for English majors.
The event featured original
poems, short stories and songs
written by students in addition
to readings of both classical and

intentionally awful poetry (taken
from a book entitled "Very Bad
Poetry"). It was a mishmash of
creative approaches beyond that
of just high-browed Shakespear
ian sonnets.
Students of different ages and
disciplines performed a variety
of pieces, featuring everything
from an acoustic song about
body image to a poem about a
wild, sensual first date that sud
denly takes a horrendous turn
for the worse.
Perhaps more than anything,
the event provided an important
opportunity for participants
to express themselves in a
laid-back and non-threatening
setting.

CHARLES DAVIS

Senior Josh Ades read his poem, "Guided Meditation," out of a
copy of The Vista. Several of the poets featured in our April 6 is
sue followed, reading straight from the paper itself.

Junior Desiree Shokooh per
formed her own piece, "Con
nected," after learning of the
event from an announcement
on its Facebook Web site. She
praised what she called the com
fortable, "party" atmosphere of
the night.
Junior Molly Tustison per
formed several pieces, stating
that the event was a rare occa
sion for writers to perform their
own works.
"We need to do more than
print our words on a page; we
need to celebrate how they
sound," she said. "I've been
writing poetry for years, but
I don't feel that people truly
experience it until I read it for
them."
Junior Christie Osborne per
formed at the event as well.
"I thought 'Spoken Word' was
a great way for a group of liter
ary-obsessed students to show
their own personal creative
works. The group was welcom
ing to all forms of creative writ
ing, and, thus, I felt comfortable
sharing my work on a larger
scale than usual."
After scheduled performers
presented their work, the mic
was opened to the audience.
Running right up until the
event's end at 9 p.m., the open
microphone was constantly
in use by students, a pleasant
surprise to event organizers,
including Andrea Soule, senior
and current president of Sigma
Tau Delta.

CHARLES DAVIS

Senior Andrew Marzoni read an original poem entitled "Sunday."

"I was literally blown away
by how successful this was," she
said, noting that she was amazed
by the number of participants, as
well as by the fact that so many
chose to perform original works.
Because of the event's success,
Soule said she saw no reason for
it not to continue.
She continued, "Obviously,
people want to have it, and I
just think it could get bigger
and bigger once the word gets

out," she said.
Echoing Soule's sentiments,
junior Derek Blackmore, in
coming president of the society
said that Sigma Tau Delta would
sponsor two spoken word events
in the fall because of the initial
success.
Later this semester, the honor
society plans to sponsor a show
ing of "Shakespeare in Love"
on April 20, in UC 107 at 7
p.m.
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Get that "what a cool team I'm on"
feeling all over again!

The Irvine Company Office
Properties is looking for
a few team players in San
Diego whose passion for
the game is matched only
by a desire to play with
the best Our growing
portfolio of fine office and
industrial properties may
offer you the challenge
you've been seeking.
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Fashion Valley

STA Travel's

#5 Travel by elephant and bamboo raft in Thailand.

ail i-to-i

"Prices subject to change and availability. Taxes and applicable fees not included. Some restrictions apply. All rmoesjre
correct at time of print. A V denotes overland travel not included in price. *11% off new ventures paid in fullby 4/30/06.
CST jfl01?56M0

Call or come in to book now:

953 Garnet Ave.

(858)270.6401

J

743 Fourth Ave, First Floor

(619)544.9632

TRAVEL

Look for us at the University
Center on 5/3/06 from 9-3
and get 1 FREE box. Get 2 more
FREE boxes with each rental!
*For students only—while supplies last.

www.statravel.com
Office Hours:
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. M-F
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. S-S

619-296-5200
1501 Frazee Road
Conveniently located
just east of Hwy 163 at
Friars Rd. & Frazee Rd.
behind the Ralph's
Shopping Center.

More locations to serve you Including Morena — Bay Park
1190-B W Morena Blvd. / 619-267-6777
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USD men's volleyball competes at nationals
Club volleyball is defeated at NIRSA but retains optimism for competition next season
JEREMY DARNER
S
W

taff riter

It was a long road for the
USD men's volleyball team
this year. Six months of training
had brought together a strong
combination of talent, experi
ence and depth.
With seven outside hitters,
two capable setters, ample de
fensive talent and a young crop
of middle blockers, the Toreros
roster looked to be one of the
most talented ever assembled
from such a small school.
Hopes were high for their best
ever competitive season.
The team opened the 2006
season with a tough, five-game
loss to Orange Coast College.
Followed by three more ex
cruciating, five-game losses to
UC San Diego, San Diego City
College and CSU San Marcos,
it seemed like the squad was
snake bitten.
Yet, led by senior starters
Danny Degheri, Joe Davitt,
lan Fidler, and law school stu
dents Brian Michalek and John
Hammerstrand, the Toreros sol
diered on and refused to quit.
Degheri, a force to be reck
oned with in the back row, nev
er let a ball hit the floor without
a touch or floor burn. Davitt led
the team in kills and became
the go-to outlet hitter. Fidler
rounded out the team in the
middle, providing the needed
balance of quickness and size.
Michalek and Hammerstrand
combined to give the team a
veteran sense of stability.
These players fused together
and willed the team to compete,

and managed to bring about a
large measure of redemption.
The Toreros avenged two of
those tight losses with a fourgame home victory over CSU
San Marcos, and a key win
over UC San Diego in the Las
Vegas Open to advance to the
gold bracket.
These wins earned the Tore
ros a birth in the 2006 NIRSA
(National Intramural and Rec
reational Sports Association)
Collegiate Volleyball champi
onships, and the slow start to
the season was all but forgotten.
The nationals, held this year
in Salt Lake City, brought to
gether the nation's top men's
and women's club volleyball
teams. With only the top 50
teams in the nation qualified for
the tournament, every match at
nationals was virtually guaran
teed to be tough.
Also, most of the teams
hailed from universities with
over 20,000 students, so that
fact alone tended to make USD
an underdog. As such, they
were seeded 29 out of 48.
Still, USD's believed they
had their best shot at a national
title in four years. USD had
developed confidence through
their revenge wins over San
Marcos and UCSD, as well as
their tight losses to both Mary
land and Colorado, two of the
nation's top teams, at the Las
Vegas Open.
When the tournament draw
was announced, it looked
somewhat favorable for USD,
as none of the major powers
were in their pool of four. With
a good showing in their pool,

a spot in the championship
"gold" bracket looked possible,
and hopes remained high.
However, some of the To
rero's early season bad luck
returned, with a vengeance.
Hammerstrand, as well as key
reserve Michael Stark, con
tracted food poisoning shortly
after arriving in Salt Lake City
and were out of the tourna
ment.
To make matters worse,
middle blocker David Song
fractured his ankle in the first
match.
Depleted and weakened, the
Toreros went one and two on
the first day of the tournament,
good for third place in their
pool. The win was particularly
sweet, because it came over
Cincinnati, which had knocked
the Toreros out of the tourna
ment in the past two years.
In the challenge round, they
lost a close match to UC Davis,
with scores of23-25 and 15-25.
This loss placed the Toreros in
the consolation bracket, where
they lost two more close match
es, versus WCC rival Loyola
Marymount and Iowa.
Although the tournament
didn't go the way they had envi
sioned, the Toreros were proud
of their season-long effort and
have optimism for next year.
Despite the loss of their key
seniors Degheri, Davitt and
Fidler, they return with the
offense of Michael Song and
Brandon Sherick-Odom, along
with starting setter Matt Nash,
middle blockers Michael Stark
ALL PHOTOS BY ADAM RENFREE
and David Kern, as well as Top: Senior Joe Davitt rises over the block for a spike. Bottom: The
stalwart Hammerstrand.
team struggled with injuries at the NIRSA nationals in Salt Lake City.

Harbaugh's heroes rule AIO football playoffs
IOEY DONNELLY
S

taff writer

It wasn't the Toreros versus
Morehead State, even if some
of the players were the same,
but it's still football. What's
even better is that it was playoff
time, baby!
If you missed the 2006 AirIt-Out Football playoffs, shame
on you. This was great stuff, and
the reason why intramurals are
so much fun.
Eight of 14 teams qualified
for the playoffs, and the opening
game was a match up that lived
up to the pre-game hype. Don't
be surprised if you soon see it
on ESPN instant classic.
The Playmakers took on the
juniors of Harbaugh's Heroes.
The Playmakers dominated the

field with their offense, while
Harbaugh's Heroes rolled like
an unstoppable roller coaster.
Harbaugh's Heroes were led
by Adam Hanula, who served
notice to Randle El that he can
not only catch TD's but he can
also throw them, at 40 yards a
piece. In the end, the upstart
juniors of Harbaugh's Heroes
prevailed, 48-40.
Harbaugh's Heroes would
move on to face the winner of a
match between 3rd String, who
were nothing less than second
string (if we're being honest),
and The Penetrators, a.k.a.
"Throw the Ball to Joey."
This was another barn burn
er between two teams that
were very evenly matched with
plenty of speed and size. The
final score was 3rd String 40,

Penetrators 34.
On the other side of the
bracket, we had Favre Cries
on TV, not to be confused with
Brett Favre for President, who
missed the playoffs. They lined
up against Jeff Haviken and his
Sticky Wolves.
Haviken, as most of you
know, is an intramural icon,
having tried for an uncountable
number of shirts, and con
tinually coming ever so close
without having donned the ring.
Could this be his year to finally
break through? No. Favre stuck
it to the Wolves, 34-27, leaving
Haviken to cry over his fate.
Rounding out the first round
games were Mukulukus, which
seems to be Hawaiian for "We
would like some cheese with our
whine." They took on the Cham

pions of Rockaway, who should looking for the upset, and some
have been asked to change their payback.
names as they have actually not
Rockaway managed to keep
won a championship yet. I did it somewhat close, but the game
stress the word "yet," though, was never really in doubt.
because the Champions looked
This was kind of like Phil
the part, dismantling the Muks Mickelson at this year's Mas
ters, where no one really ever
56-24.
The semifinals were next, and threatened him on the back nine
they were even more exciting. In on Sunday.
Harbaugh's was just too good,
the upper bracket, Harbaugh's
Heroes beat down 3rd String and ended up with a convincing
38-28, in a game that was close 49-35 win. They proved that
until the waning moments. On their undefeated season was rio
the lower side, Champions of fluke, and they were indeed wor
Rockaway survived a nail bit thy of their number one seed.
ing 53-50 contest, squeaking by Congratulations to Harbaugh's
Farve Cries on TV.
Heroes. You were the best.
On to the finals, which was
If you didn't make the play
a rematch of a March 23 game offs, there is always next year.
between Harbaugh and Rocka Unless, of course, you're Havik
way, the Heroes had won a close en, in which case you'd better
affair, 53-42. Rockaway was sign up for grad school.
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Former basketball captain's influence on others extended beyond court
Cont. from Dixon, page 1

"She was the second or third leading
rebounder and scorer, but that didn't
Point's Office of Athletic Communica bother her," Marpe said. "She knew what
tions, Lt. Col. Kent Cassella, director of she needed to do on our team."
public affairs, echoed this sentiment at
Dixon's in-game contributions ex
a press conference the day after Dixon's tended beyond the out-of-bounds lines.
death.
"She would do funny things to make
"There are no pre-existing medical games and practices light," Marpe said.
conditions that we were aware of," he
One year after graduation, Dixon was
said. "Even the day that she collapsed, brought back to school by DePaul head
all indications were that she was doing coach Doug Bruno. Bruno added Dixon
fine."
to his staff at DePaul as the director of
Memorial services for Dixon were basketball operations in 2000. Dixon,
held on April 11 at St. Charles Borromeo sister of current Pittsburgh men's bas
Church in her hometown of North Hol ketball coach Jamie Dixon, was named
lywood, and she was buried at West Point an assistant coach prior to the 2001-2002
on April 14, an honor usually reserved season. She added recruiting coordina
for high-ranking officials.
tor to her job description the following
Dixon graduated from USD in 1999 season, and was the Blue Demons' top
with a Bachelor of Arts in history. While assistant during the 2004-2005 season.
at USD, she earned four varsity letters
DePaul made the postseason each
as a member of the Toreros women's of the five seasons that Dixon was on
basketball team, playing 103 games in the staff. In addition, the Blue Demons
her career, and making 56 starts. Dixon had one of the finest campaigns in the
earned the team's Most Improved Player program's history in 2004-2005, finish
award following the 1997-1998 season ing 26-5 and leading the nation in both
and was a team captain her senior sea scoring and assists en route to capturing
son.
the Conference USA regular season
Marpe described Dixon as a well- championship. That success was a direct
skilled player that could play both guard' result of Dixon's recruiting efforts, which
and forward because of her height of six helped DePaul land one of the 10 best
feet. She was impressed most by Dixon's recruiting classes in the nation in 2004.
humility and called her the consummate
In October 2005, a little over a month
prior to the approaching season, Army
team player.

Week in
Review

A quick recap of Torero action
Softball
The Toreros hit the road in Pacific
Coast Softball Conference play for the
first time this season, and swept a pair
of doubleheaders at Saint Mary's.
On Friday, USD rolled over the
Gaels. In game one, Erin Harmonson
and Gina McFarland combined to hold
Saint Mary's to only five hits, and
catcher Sara Mason went two-for-four
with a home run and three RBI.
In game two on Friday, the Tore
ros won 8-0 in five innings behind a
dominant performance from Christina
Haake, who struck out four batters in
four innings of action. First baseman
Alicia Massei had a three-run homer in
the fifth to punctuate the victory.
Although rain caused minor delays
on Saturday, it did not cool off the
Toreros. In game one, USD scored six
runs in the first inning en route to a
7-3 victory. Second baseman Danielle
Treiber was part of this early barrage,
hitting a three-run homer.
In game two, a complete game out
ing from Gina McFarland stymied the
Gaels, as the Toreros won 5-1. On the
offensive side, five different Toreros
had an RBI in a balanced effort.
USD is now 6-2 in PCSC play, with
an overall record of 18-12.

named Dixon their women's basketball
coach. In only her first year as a col
legiate head coach, Dixon went beyond
the call of duty at West Point. She led
the Army women's basketball team to
a 20-11 record, and their first NCAA
Tournament appearance in school his
tory; the 15th-seeded Black Knights
lost to Tennessee in the first round of the
tournament. Their appearance, coupled
with that of Pittsburgh in the men's field,
marked the first time in history that a
brother and sister each had their teams in
the tournament in the same year.
Despite the Black Knights' historic
season in 2005-2006, Dixon remained
grounded.
"She was such a humble person even
with all of the accolades she had gotten
recently," Marpe said.
Amidst the Black Knights' success,
one highlight that Marpe recounted did
not even take place during a game, but
occurred prior to one of Army's biggest
contests of the season, a New Year's Eve
tilt at eighth-ranked Connecticut.
The night before the Black Knights
were set to take on the Huskies, Dixon
called a team meeting. The players ar
rived expecting to watch film of their
opponent or receive some last minute
pre-game instructions. When they got
there, reality was completely different
than expectation. Dixon had thrown her

COURTESY OF USD ATHLETICS

Maggie Dixon played in 103 games in
her four-year USD career, starting 56
contests.

players an ice cream party.
In her lifetime, Maggie Dixon has
achieved in the world of sports what oth
ers could only dream of accomplishing.
A far greater achievement, however, is
the impact that Dixon had on the lives
of those closest to her.
"To see her in professional clothes
coaching Army," Marpe said, "was one
of the proudest moments in my life."
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Toreros capture third WCC series in a row

RBI doubles from Keoni Ruth and Steve
Singleton gave the Toreros the lead for
good. Singleton also had a solo homerun
in the sixth inning, which broke a 0-for19 slump.
"I've been hitting the ball hard, but
nothing was falling. I was due for a hit at
least," Singleton said. "Overall the offense
was clicking. It was a big win to come
from behind like that."

With the Toreros and Lions set to play
the second game of the series on Friday,
the rain wouldn't stop, so a doubleheader
was set for Saturday. It was clear that the
Lions were ready to hit on Saturday, as
they scored seven runs on 18 hits in the
first game of the doubleheader.
Loyola Marymount put on an impres
sive offensive performance, as they scored
runs in the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and

eighth innings. In addition, every offen
sive starter for the Lions recorded at least
one hit in the game.
"It was like pushing a grapefruit
through a doughnut hole all game," Hill
said. "They're well-coached, well-dis
ciplined. They put the bat on the ball all
the time."
In the final game of the series on
Saturday, the Toreros once again came
from behind to capture their third straight
conference series win. Down 5-2 in the
bottom of the ninth, the Toreros got six
hits and pushed four runs across in a huge
ninth inning rally.
Once again for the Toreros, Snyder,
Ruth and Singleton came up with the
clutch hits in the come from behind vic
tory.
Snyder drove in the second run of the
inning with an RBI single to right field.
Ruth followed with an RBI single to center
field, knotting the score at 5-5. And with
the bases loaded and one out, Singleton
hit a walk off RBI single to right field
that scored Snyder to give the Toreros an
improbable victory.
"It felt good to come through like that
for the team," Singleton said. "It was a big
team win today."
The Toreros hope that these come from
behind victories against the Lions in this
series help them as they progress through
the season.
"It shows us we can do anything,"
Singleton said. "Two come from behind
wins, emotional wins. We showed a lot of
resilience, a lot of heart."
With things still wide open in the West
Coast Conference, and every game being
so important, these victories will give
them an edge over their opponents.
"What this can do for their confidence
is huge," Hill said. "For them, they know
they've done this before. Success is going
to breed confidence."

of winning an Emmy than the Milwaukee
Bucks have of winning a championship.
But all that aside, Mr. Stem, I'm going
to need you to pick a briefcase.
DS: Alright, I'll take number five, held
by the lovely Adam Morrison. (Morrison
opens case to reveal the Dallas Maver
icks. He immediately starts balling like a
five- year-old girl). Oh, too bad, I thought
they had a chance this year. Nowitzki and
company are playing defense for a change
and I love Josh Howard's all-around
game. Unfortunately, I'm still going to do
everything in my power to prevent Mark
Cuban from getting a trophy, so I guess
this makes sense.
HM: Sure does, David. Time for another
pick.
DS: How about number two, Tyrus
Thomas? (Thomas opens the case of the
New Jersey Nets). Ahh, yes, it was a bit
of a stretch to even put them on this list.
But any team with Jason Kidd is danger
ous in the playoffs. In the end, however,
I guess the Nets no-name big men were
just overmatched by the Wallaces and
O'Neals from the East.
HM: Alright, David, that leaves us with
only three unopened cases and your
original choice.
DS: I' m going to go with LaMarcus

Aldridge's case number one. (Aldridge
opens the Phoenix Suns' case). Yeah,
it's only common sense that a team that
couldn't win last year with Steve Nash,
Shawn Marion, Amare Stoudemire, Joe
Johnson, and Quentin Richardson, can't
win this year minus Stoudemire, Johnson,
and Q. Sorry, Phoenix.
HM: You've narrowed it down to only
three unopened cases: the Pistons, Spurs,
and Heat. I have to offer you a deal from
the bank right now. We're willing to give
you the entire pool of the other 13 NBA
playoff teams to win the championship in
exchange for the three you're left with.
David Stern, deal or no deal?
DS: Do I look like I was born yesterday,
Howie? No #$%Aing deal, man. We both
know these three teams have a much
better shot at the title than the rest of the
field. I'll take Rudy Gay's number three
case. (Gay opens the case and reveals the
Heat). Ouch, that hurts Miami. You had
a championship team until you made the
Antoine Walker deal. This guy is going
to jack up more shots in the playoffs than
Dwayne Wade, despite being half as tal
ented and twice as heavy as Flash.
HM: Well, David, that leaves us with
only two unopened cases. This is better
T.V. than Ron Artest getting Punk'd.

We're going to offer you one more deal.
Our banker says we'll hire five masseurs
to massage your massive ego once a week
if you walk away right now. David Stem,
deal or no deal?
DS: Not a chance in the world, Howie. It
would take at least ten masseurs to fully
soothe my ego. Let's open the number
four case that I didn't pick first. (Brandon
Roy opens the case to reveal the Spurs).
Yep, for years Duncan was extremely
boring but great. Now, he's extremely
boring and just very good thanks to
injuries. Also, I'm slightly concerned
that Eva Longoria may reveal the Spurs'
game plan along with Tony Parker's
bedroom secrets, so I'm glad I picked
the Pistons.
HM: So you're going with the Pistons.
DS: Yes, it's not an exciting pick but
when you think about it the NBA playoffs
aren't about excitement. The Pistons were
the most consistent team all season, and
the most consistent team typically wins in
the long playoff series. Basketball may be
the only professional sport in which the
best team typically wins the champion
ship. I'm not saying this is a bad thing,
but it's hard to stay excited about each
game when the eventual champion may
play 25 games.

ALEX ANF.LLA
STAFF WRITER
Fresh off taking their first two West
Coast Conference series' of the year, the
Toreros returned home to play a non-con
ference game against Cal State Northridge
before hosting a three-game conference
series at Cunningham Stadium against
Loyola Marymount.
Unfortunately, the Toreros were de
feated by Cal State Northridge 2-1 last
Tuesday in their mid-week prep game.
The Matadors got the first run across in the
fifth inning and the Toreros answered with
one of their own in the seventh. However,
the Matadors pulled ahead for good when
catcher Steve Lemmon singled in a run in
the top of the eighth.
At the conclusion of Tuesday's game,
the Toreros shifted their attention to the
conference series against LMU on Thurs
day, Friday, and Saturday. All games were
moved up one day from the normal Friday,
Saturday, Sunday format in observance of
Easter on Sunday.
The Toreros took the series against the
Lions, winning two of three games. The
Toreros won the first game 6-4, dropped
the middle game 7-3, and won the final
game 6-5.
In Thursday's game, the Toreros scored
four runs in the bottom of the seventh
inning to come from behind and take the
first game of the series. Despite a mediocre
outing by starting pitcher Brian Matusz
where he walked six and hit another in six
innings of work, the Toreros were still in
the ballgame.
"He's probably never struggled like
that in his life," head coach Rich Hill
said. "But he got big strikeouts when he
needed to."
With the Toreros down 4-2 going into
the seventh inning, a two RBI single by
Justin Snyder followed by back-to-back

COURTESY OF BROCK SCOTT

Justin Snyder was key in the Toreros' pair of comeback wins against Loyola Marymount, jump-starting rallies in games one and three of the series.

"Deal or No Deal:" NBA Playoffs edition
PETER BYRNE
STAFF WRITER
It's time for a special NBA Playoffs
edition of "Deal or No Deal." Due to
time constraints, we are going to join
our host, Howie Mandel (from the criti
cally acclaimed series "Bobby's World")
and today's contestant, NBA Commis
sioner David Stern, well into the action.
The normal briefcase-opening women
couldn't make it, so we hired future NBA
draft picks to do the honors.
Howie Mandel: Well, David, you've
narrowed it down to five briefcases plus
the one that you picked at the beginning.
Strangely enough, the teams that are left
are the only six with a legitimate shot at
the NBA title. We have the Phoenix Suns,
Dallas Mavericks, San Antonio Spurs,
Detroit Pistons, Miami Heat, and New
Jersey Nets.
David Stern: To be honest, we prob
ably could have started the show (and
playoffs) like this. I mean we all know
that unlike the MLB or NFL postseason,
a Cinderella team can never win in the
NBA.
HM: Good point, Commish. I mean,
MTV's "Yo Momma" has a better chance

